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En route to the result in the title (which completes a number of partial sorties made :II this direc- 
tion) there is established the extendabiiity of arbitrary monotone functions to residuated or polar 
maps between suitable join-extensions. 
Subject CIossification: Primary O6A15. 
If f is an antitone function between posets P and Q, the relation f(p) 1 q has the 
property: if pRq then also p’Rq’ for every p'sp and q'sq, i.e. the preimages as 
well as the forward images (of singletons, hence of all subsets) are order-ideals. Let 
us call any relation R with this property ‘antitone’ and form the polarity which it 
defines: the polar of any set - the intersection of the images of its elements - is 
again an order-ideal. We only require the polars and double polars of singletons: 
by the calculations in [ 1, V.71 this is the smallest family including the principal ideals 
and closed for the polarity. These polar subsets of P and Q constitute posets (under 
inclusion) p and $, which may be construed to contain the original P and Q as the 
principal order-ideals (P and Q are even ‘join-dense’ in the sense that every element 
of P is the join of the elements of P it dominates) and between which the polarity 
is a Galois connection. As such, the relation of an element from one of these being 
contained in the polar of an element from the other is an antitone relation R^ which 
restricts to P x Q as the original relation R. If the image uf any p E P was a principal 
order-ideal of Q, say generated by q, then the polar of p in $ is q: in particular, 
if the image of every p was a principal order-ideal, i.e. if R was a relation f(p) 1 q, 
then k, which is J)(h)24 where $ is the polar map ‘, furnishes a polar antitone ex- 
tension off. One concludes that every antitone map extends to the polar map from 
P, augmented with the polars of singletons from Q, to Q augmented with their 
double polars; and dually, that every isotone map is the restriction of a residuated 
’ As functions between posets these may be characterized as closure operators composed with an 
isomorphism of the closure subset o such a subset of the codomain. The dual1 form: i.e. for residuated 
maps (only lacking the last specification) is the content of Nobeling’s Theorem 3.1 [S. p. 171. 
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map from an extension in which P is join-dense to one in which Q is meet-dense.’ 
If both the image of every PEP and the preimage of every q E Q were principal - 
i.e. if R is both of the form f(p) 2q and pug for antitone f and g, which comes 
to its being a Galois connection - then both p and 6 coincide with P and Q whence 
R = I? is a polarity. 
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2 In a less canonical vein, every monoid of isotone selfmaps of P extends to a monoid of complete 
joinendomorphisms (hence residual selfmaps) on the complete lattice of all order-ideals of P. 
